Waiver, Release and
Indeminification Form

... IN A BREATHTAKING SCENERY.

Waiver, Release and Indemnification Form
With this application as a participant of the Trans Vorarlberg Triathlon I accept the General Conditions, including the regulation, which i see on the homepage www.transvorarlberg.at .
Furthermore, I declare:
1. I Ihereby attest and verify that I am physically fit and have sufficiently trained for this
competition and that my physical condition has been verified by a licensed medical doctor.
2.

I undertake to attend the race meeting which takes place the evening before the race and
to consider and observe possible changes in the race organization that the race organizer 		
may announce.

3.

I hereby acknowledge that I have sole responsibility for my personal possessions and
athletic equipment during the Trans Vorarlberg Triathlonevent, and its related activities. I 		
for myself and my heirs waive and release all claims against the organizers and any other 		
person for loss or damage to objects. This is not applicable if the damage is subject to
grossly careless or willful action on the part of the organizers.

4.

I am informed about the possible medical and miscellaneous risks associated with the
competition and confirm explicitly that by participating in the competition I do not hold
the management (or organization) of the triathlon accountable for any possible injuries or
damages incurred.

5.

I know, that on the bicycle drafting is not allowed , and the street ist not closed. So i accept 		
the rules für driving on streets in Austria (StVo).

6.

I hereby consent to receive at my own cost medical treatment which may be deemed
advisable in the event of injury, accident and/or illness during the Trans Vorarlberg
Triathlonevent.

7.

In case of my participation I acknowledge the hosts exclusion from liability for any damages 		
incurred. I, or any legitimate, authorized third party (as a result of incurred injuries or
fatality) will not lodge any claims from the host organization, the sponsors or the neighboring
municipalities and its representatives because of injuries or damages that might result from 		
my participation. Furthermore I release the host organization from third party liability as far as
these damages result from my participation during the event.

8.

I hereby permit the free use of my name, any images and other audio and video recordings
in broadcasts, telecasts, the press, internet and in all types of printed material, including
advertisements for this or other similar events, if the images etc. pertain to the Trans
Vorarlberg Triathlonevent

9.

The race is based on the race regulations of the Austria Tirathlon Organization (ÖTRV)
(sport regulations, organizers’ regulations, drug testing regulations, course marshals’
regulations) - as well as the legal and disciplinary regulations which may be ordered at the 		
ÖTRV or looked over at the organizers’ office on race day. With my application I acknowledge
the race regulations as well as the legal and disciplinary regulations to be legally binding for 		
me. During the race a transponder must be worn for timekeeping.
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10.

I am aware of-, and consent to take the sole and full responsibility for my personal belon
gings and my sport equipment during all activities associated with my participation in the
triathlon. I am aware that I have to return the transponder I received together with the start
ing papers, if I do not finish the race, i.e. do not cross the finish line. I am obliged to return
the transponder to the organization at transition zone II in Lech during the awards ceremony.
When bikes are collected the organizer is responsible for the return of the transponders.
Transponders will becollected at the exit of the bicycle depot in transition zone II in Lech. In
case I do not return the transponder or lose it, I am obliged to pay the amount of Euro 50--.

11. If the event cannot be carried out due to force majeure, elementary events, crisis situations
or official measures, we regret that we will not be able to refund the entry fee.
12. Incidentally, the regulations of the law of the Federal Republic of Austria shall apply
13. Finally I declare that I have carefully read all details of the afore-mentioned conditions and
explicitly agree to their content.
Note: Applies to the 2020 event!

Trans Vorarlberg GmbH & Co KG
Langgasse 108
6830 Rankweil
AUSTRIA
Office: 0043 5522 41267
Mobil: 0043 664 92 62 349
organisation@transvorarlberg.at
www.transvorarlberg.at
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